
Quiz 7 
 
1. During the down, player A4 is noticed to have a clear tooth and mouth protector that is covering the 
upper, front teeth only. The U drops a flag for illegal equipment.  
 
2. A has lined up for a FG attempt. A’s linemen have been shifting from a twopoint 
stance to a three point stance prior to the snap the entire game. After shifting to their threepoint 
stance for this attempt B 60 lineman feints a charge which causes A lineman 59 and 69 to start before the 
snap. Would we have a false start on A or a unsportsmanlike foul on B? 
 
3. B1 intercepts A1's pass at B's 4 YL and retreats (no momentum ruling) to B's EZ where B1 is grabbed 
by the face mask by A2 who twists the mask. B1 then fumbles while in the EZ and the ball rolls back 
into the field of play and then goes OOB at B's 2 YL.  
 
4. During the last timed down of the 4th period, A scores a TD & the score is now A 13 – B 14. RT 21 
roughs the kicker/holder during K’s successful Try Kick.  
 
5. During the last timed down of the first half, A1 retreats into his own EZ to attempt a pass, but he is 
downed there. During the down there is holding in the EZ by A2 . 
 
6. A, 3/4 @ A’s 20YL. A7 runs with the ball to the A 29 YL where B43 attempts to tackle A7. A7 extends 
his left hand and grasps and pulls the facemask of B43’s helmet which comes completely off. B43 
completes the tackle. Must B43 leave the game for one play?  
 
7. A, 3/G @ B’s 3 YL. A19 takes the snap, runs to his right and fumbles after being hit by several B 
players at the B 2 YL. The FB rolls into the B EZ and is recovered by B51 who is tackled in the EZ. 
After B51 recovers the ball, but before he is tackled, B77 holds A60 at the B 6 YL.  
 


